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Matthew 20:1-16 “For the
Kingdom of Heaven is like
the landowner who went out
early one morning to hire
workers for his vineyard.
2
He agreed to pay the
normal daily wage and sent
them out to work. 3 At nine
o’clock in the morning he
was passing through the
marketplace and saw some
people standing around
doing nothing. 4 So he hired
them, telling them he would
pay them whatever was
right at the end of the day.
5
So they went to work in the
vineyard. At noon and again
at three o’clock he did the
same thing. 6 At five o’clock
that afternoon he was in
town again and saw some
more people standing
around. He asked them,
‘Why haven’t you
been working
today?’ 7 They
replied, ‘Because no
one hired us.’ “The
landowner told them,
‘Then go out and
join the others in my
vineyard.’ 8 That
evening he told the
foreman to call the
workers in and pay them,
beginning with the last
workers first. 9 When those
hired at five o’clock were
paid, each received a full
day’s wage. 10 When those
hired first came to get their
pay, they assumed they
would receive more. But

they, too, were paid a day’s
wage. 11 When they received
their pay, they protested to
the owner, 12 ‘Those people
worked only one hour, and
yet you’ve paid them just as
much as you paid us who
worked all day in the
scorching heat.’ 13 He
answered one of them,
‘Friend, I haven’t been
unfair! Didn’t you agree to
work all day for the usual
wage? 14 Take your money
and go. I wanted to pay this
last worker the same as you.
15
Is it against the law for
me to do what I want with
my money? Should you be
jealous because I am kind to
others?’ 16 “So those who
are last now will be first
then, and those who are first
will be last.”

Immediately, the young
man had visions of a big,
plush office, a large staff of
assistants, and a hefty
executive salary. "I'll start
work tomorrow, dad," he
said enthusiastically. After
which, the father said, "Of
course, to learn the
business, you'll have to
start at the bottom.”

"To begin with, your job
will be to water the
hundreds of plants located
in our buildings." The son
protested, "I've changed my
mind. I'm not coming to
work tomorrow." Later, he
thought better of his
decision and decided to go
along with his father. And
so, he accepted the job and
reported for work the next
day. The father hoped for
the best but was
concerned that
despite his son's
good intentions,
he wouldn't stay
on the job for
long. But he
stopped worrying
when the young
man showed him
his new business
A young man went through card, which read,"Plant
college dreaming of landing Manager.”
an executive position in his
father's big manufacturing What a great attitude! Our
plant. On graduation day, parable for this morning
the father took him aside t a k e s o u r w o r l d
and said, "Son, now you're expectations and flips them
ready to come into the f o r t h e K i n g d o m o f
f a m i l y b u s i n e s s . " Heaven! Perhaps this

Liturgical Colors and Misc. 8
Continued on Page 4
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“1960’s Music” —- Crossword Puzzle
Vinton song title from the
Sixties
67. * R.B. Greaves Sixties hit:
"Take A Letter ___"
68. Star of "CHiPS" (TV):
Er___ Estrada
69. * He pioneered the Sixties
Surfer Sound
72. Chicago loop train
74. * Ode to Peace by The
Beatles: "All You ___ Is Love"
76. Metal-bearing mineral
77. * Verse from "Last Kiss"
sung by J. Frank Wilson and
The Cavaliers: "Then in the
road, straight ahead / The car
was stalled, the ___ was
dead..."
80. Assembly vote
81. Lummox
82. * Surname associated
with The Kinks

Down

Across
1. * This part of a Liverpool
band's name was dropped before
hitting the big time
7. * He had a Sixties smash with
"Twisting the Night Away"
10. Fortify
13. * She co-wrote The Shirelles
smash "Will You Still Love Me
Tomorrow"
14. * Beatles-Breaker-Upper,
some say
15. * Burt Bacharach and Hal
David wrote this Sixties song: "I
___ Little Prayer"
17. * Verses from "Shut Down"
by The Beach Boys: "My Stingray
is light the slicks are startin' to
spin (Oooo movin' out now) / But
the Four-Thirteen's really diggin'
___ (Oooo movin' out now)..."
18. * "Walk-Don't Run" was this
group's big hit in the Sixties: The
___
21. Initials of the investigative
journalist who has an evening
talk show on CNBC
22. * Music impresario who
signed acts in the Sixties such as
Santana and Big Brother & The
Holding Company
24. * Sixties singer who married
Phil "The Wall of Sound" Spector
26. * Sixties Smash: "___ Mr.
Postman"

28. Gain Ground
29. Food scrap
30. Ms. Derek
31. Record store events
34. It'll turn "oun" into the last
name of a movie western star
35. * Mr. McKenzie of "San
Francisco (Be Sure To Wear Some
Flowers In Your Hair)"
39. City in New Mexico: Santa ___
40. Interjection of Pleasure
42. * Some Sixties Songs
48. * The Rolling Stones album:
"___ It Bleed"
49. * Verses from "It's A Man's,
Man's, Man's World" by James
Brown: "This is a man's world, this
is a man's world / But ___ would
be nothing, nothing without a
woman or a girl"
50. * Part of a hit song title for
Roy Orbison
52. Mount near Olympus
55. Bandages on Broken Bones
58. * Verses from "Purple Haze"
by Jimi Hendrix: "Purple Haze all in
my brain / Lately things don't
seem the same / Actin' funny but I
don't know why / 'Scuse ___ while
I kiss the sky"
59. Tony Blair and Jean Chrétien,
for short
60. Interjection of Surprise (pl.)
61. * Sixties Song: "___ Said Than
Done"
65. * Word that is part of a Bobby

1. Literary genre: ___-Fi
2. * Sylvia's folk singing
partner in the Sixties
3. * She (Initials) sang
"Different Drum" with The
Stone Poneys (TRIVIA TIDBIT!
The song was written by Mike
Nesmith of The Monkees)
4. Acronym seen on a bottle
of Whiskey or Brandy
5. * He made his comeback in
1968 on a television special
6. * Lead singer of The
Vandellas who sang the hit
"Heat Wave": Martha ___
7. Blockhead
8. Babylonian Sky God
9. * Jim or Van
10. Formal organization, for
short
11. Egyptian deity, (var. sp.)
12. * Chart topper for The
Temptations
16. * She sang "Chain of
Fools"
19. I know not what: Je ___
sais quoi
20. Long time
22. Atomic #58
23. Scale Syllable
25. It'll turn "Qui" into a tall
crop plant
26. TV network
27. * Brill Building dance song
sung by Little Eva: "___Motion"
28. * Part of a song title by
The Beatles
32. Astern
33. * Name associated with
"This Diamond Ring"
34. * Name that was part of a

Sixties duo
36. * Song by The Hollies:
"___ A Carousel"
37. Woven Web
38. * Word With Who
41. Peculiar
43. * Part of a psychedelic
smash song title by The
Small Faces
44. Baseball legend: Mel
___
45. Word seen on a Memo
46. * The Four Tops hit:
"It's the ___ Old Song"
47. * She sang "Try"
51. "Sea" in Strasbourg
53. * Bob referred to him
as the greatest living
American poet
54. Acronym seen on a job
application
56. * Marianne Faithfull
had a hit with this song, in
1964: "___ Tears Go By"
57. * Hit for Hyland: "___
With a Kiss"
60. Mr. Baba
62. Stadium
63. Affirmative reply in
Spain
64. U.S. state
66. Collection of Norse
poems
67. Mother, commonly
70. Isthmus of ___: Strip
of land that links the Malay
Peninsula to the mainland
of Asia
71. Word meaning, for
short
72. Compass point
73. Victor Hugo novel:
"___ Misérables" (1862)
75. Mr. Cummings
78. American heiress who
grew up to be a fashion
designer (Initials)
79. V - III = ___
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September 2020 News and Announcements
“Lay Servant Ministry” What
is Lay Servant Ministry? To me,
Lay Servant Ministry is a
powerful way to explore God’s
calling on your life and to be
able to best use the gifts and
talents you have been blessed
with! This can be a powerful
tool to make you the best
Sunday school teacher, Bible
Study leader, or even explore
your calling to pastoral ministry.
Here is a list of some of the up-coming classes:
(1) Introduction to Lay Servant Ministry (LSM) - This
course is foundational for all courses in Lay Servant Ministries.
Participants are encouraged to discover and employ personal
spiritual gifts as God intended and to consider the importance
of exercising servant leadership, developing future leaders,
remaining rooted in consistent spiritual practices, and being
part of a group that holds members accountable in their
discipleship
(2) Teaching Adults - It's hard to know which is more
intimidating: a roomful of wiggling pre-schoolers or know-all
adults.
"Adult students come with their own agendas and will connect
learning to what's going on in their lives," writes Bruce. "They
learn what they want to learn." Both facts present challenge
and great opportunity to teachers, according to Bruce. "Adults
are eager to learn and are searching for meaning, but we must
break through their initial reluctance to encourage them to
think, question, and make connections."
Based on some of the latest theories about faith development
and learning, Start Here offers practical, down-to-earth
strategies designed for teaching adults. Whether you're a
Sunday school teacher, a Bible study teacher or a teacher in
another setting, you'll find instruction in creating environments
where adults grow in faith through your guidance.
Topics in Start Here include:
•
planning a lesson
•
dealing with disagreement in class
•
information about adult faith development
•
creating an environment that galvanizes faith formation
and faith sharing
•
methods to engage a variety of learning styles
•
the latest data in how adults learn
•
using learning hooks to increase participation
(3) United Methodist Polity - The Method of Our Mission - A
fresh understanding of United Methodism organization.

What we believe about God and God’s relation to the world
shapes who we are and how we organize our church. The Method
of Our Mission, especially written for United Methodist classes,
uses a Wesleyan theological frame to help readers understand
United Methodism’s principles and structure, and the relationship
between our beliefs, mission, and practice. The book is arranged
into four parts—United Methodist beliefs, mission, practice, and
organization.
This textbook has been updated with changes from the 2016
General Conference."
(4) Preaching - Beginning 10/4, 4:00-5:00 pm, over 5 weeks,
also includes 1 hr video to be watched prior to this time each
week for discussion. All 10 hours must be completed for credit.
Participants in this class will watch a video on their own each
week that will include 20 minutes of preaching instruction, a 20
minute interview with a published teacher/practitioner, and 20
minutes of viewing sermons from well known preachers.
Discussion will take place during the one hour zoom call each.
Required text: From Your Heart to Theirs: Delivering an
Effective Sermon by David Carroll and Tony Franks.
(5) See All the People - Beginning 9/23 10am-noon, over 5
weeks, we will look at what would happen if we stopped fixing
our church and started seeing all the people Christ calls us to
reach? A movement of United Methodists who have decided to
keep our focus on the main thing: making disciples of Jesus
Christ. We will work on Intentional Discipleship Systems and
why we need them.

Crossword Puzzle Solution - “1960’s Music”
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“The Last Shall be First”
parable might even change our attitudes so that we
might be able to see the value of our contributions to
the Kingdom of Heaven with humility and love!
What Jesus is trying to teach us, however, is that real
value isn't determined by things like one's resume, one's
paycheck, or one's seniority on the job. In a God-based
economy, real value isn't found by climbing to the top
of the corporate ladder, but by holding the ladder for
others.
The background for this parable takes us back to the
previous chapter. In Matthew 19:16-22, a rich young
man came to Jesus seeking assurance of eternal life.
He's been a good Jewish lad, obeying all the
commandments. This alone should shoot him to the top
of God's list of favorites, right? Wrong!
But Jesus crushes his sense of self-worth when he
challenges the young man to "be perfect" by selling his
possessions, giving the money to the poor and only then
following Jesus (v. 21). It's an invitation to “downward
mobility” but, ironically, it's often within that,
“downward mobility” that true satisfaction and worth
are be found.
Jesus then turns to his disciples and gives them the
lesson that it's hard for the rich to enter the Kingdom of
Heaven because their worth is bound up in their
possessions (vv. 23-24). A person might have the
perfect spiritual resume, but until they are willing to be
generous toward others, both physically and spiritually,
then they might just find themselves outside God’s
Kingdom.
This troubles the disciples, who, like many people in
their day, believed that wealth was a sign of God's
blessing (vv. 25-26). Peter then pipes up with the
obvious question, "Look, we have left everything and
followed you. What then will we have?" (v. 27). Jesus
assures him and the others that their voluntary loss of
family, job, wealth and status won't go unrewarded.
Jesus said, But many who are first will be last, and
many who are last will be first. (Matthew 19:30)
So now, we arrive at the story! To illustrate this point,
Jesus tells the parable of the laborers in the vineyard.
The harvest is ready and the landowner, serving as his
own Human Resource Department, comes to the
marketplace to do some hiring.
At sunrise, around 6:00 a.m., he starts with the early

birds at who are likely the most eager workers and
who probably have a good reputation for getting
things done, either that or they just really need the
money. They agree on a wage, and he sends them
into the vineyard.
Still, more workers are needed, so the boss returns to
the town square at 9 a.m., and again at Noon, also
at 3 p.m., and still again at 5 p.m. This last group
seems to have been a day late and a dollar short,
given that they hadn't yet been hired after standing
around idle all day (v. 6). The assumption that Jesus'
hearers would have, as would we, is that the laborers
would each be paid commensurate with the hours
they worked. Work one hour; get paid for one-hour!
Work five-hours; get paid for five hours! Makes
sense to me!
After all, that's only fair!
When it's time for the payroll to be distributed at the
end of the day, the landowner calls the vineyard
manager and tells him to start settling the payroll
with the last group hired (v. 8). However, the
shocking tale of the pay stub is that they received a
huge check for just one hour of work!
Can you imagine the murmur going through the
line? If these “Johnny-come-lately’s" who were
lucky to get hired at all got this very generous
amount for an hour of work, imagine what they will
get for working three-hours, six-hours, nine-hours,
and twelve hours!
Yet, as the other workers approach the paymaster,
they hear the disturbing news. Everyone, regardless
of hours worked, is getting the same amount. Totally
not fair!
So we can empathize with the early bird group who,
having heard what the others were getting, expected
to be paid more since they did more work than the
others.
What did they do? They grumbled and complained
from that moment forward!
What would we do?
We would grumble, complain, and lodge a
complaint, and they did as well. The workers filed
their grievance with the boss seeking a better deal
Continued on Page 5
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“The Last Shall be First”
(vv. 10-11). They saw their labor as worth more than
anyone else's, especially those who showed up last and
did much less.
But the landowner reminded them that they're getting
paid what they agreed the first thing in the morning (v.
13). It's the employer's right to give whatever wage he
wants to the others. "Am I not allowed to do what I
choose with what belongs to me?" he asks. "Or are you
envious because I am generous?" (v. 15).
Thus, says Jesus, "The last will be first, and the first will
be last" (v. 16).
Quick Bottom Line — God is generous with His grace.
According to New Testament scholar Craig Keener,
Jewish teachers used a similar parable to describe the
day of God's judgment. Still, they used it to make
precisely the opposite point that Jesus was making.
Israel, who had worked hard and been faithful for the
long haul, would receive high wages while the Gentiles,
who had come in much later, would receive little. Like
the rich young man, many Jews believed that their
spiritual resumes should give them priority status and a
little extra for their faithful labor over time.

embracing a life of generosity, finding our
satisfaction not in the wealth of our possessions but
in the fewness of our wants. And it means
understanding that our ultimate worth is found not
in titles and power, but in service to others (vv.
25-28).
If we're really working for Jesus, then Christians
should be among the most satisfied workers, no
matter what our earthly profession might be.
Whether we're digging ditches or leading a Fortune
500 company, our ultimate satisfaction is found in
giving our lives away in the service of others.
• What if we saw our jobs not as something to be
endured, but as part of our vocation as followers
of Jesus?
• What if we spent every day not comparing
ourselves to others, but doing all in our power to
lift others up?
• What if we lived out our lives in service to God,
as the Apostle Paul advises in Philippians
2:14, “Do everything without complaining or
arguing.” (NLT)

But Jesus reveals that God's economy doesn't work that
way. God chooses to be generous and extend the same
grace to the least and the last as God does to those who
think they've earned it.

Jesus calls us to be part of a family that always
needs our input, our investment, and our best — and
all of this is for the glory of God and to build each
other up in the faith.

* In fact, in the next few verses, Jesus reveals just how
far he will go to identify with the least and the last,
giving himself over to both pious Jewish leaders and
cruel Gentiles to die for them both.

Joining that family, no matter our earthly
profession, is the key to satisfaction in life, godlyjoy, and service to the Lord of lords and the King of
glory!

The point of all this is that following Jesus is to join him
in the path of downward mobility. It means giving up
our resumes, spiritual and otherwise, and recognizing
our own insufficiency and need for grace. It means
laying aside our ambition for wealth and power,

Remember always that you have been blessed to be
a blessing. So be one!
Pastor Gary
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September 13, 2020
Greetings in the name of our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ!
I continue to be grateful for the outstanding and responsible leadership you have given your congregation
and community since early March. The Covid-19 pandemic has stretched and stressed you, unleashed your
creativity and exhausted you, and been difficult and demonstrated that being the Body of Christ matters
more than having Church. Thank you from the bottom of my heart.
I am writing to offer you my latest guidance concerning indoor in-person gatherings.
As you know, ARUMC Stage 2 has allowed for a maximum of 50 people utilizing the “36 sq. ft. bubble”. I
now believe it is appropriate to implement ARUMC Stage 2.5. This keeps all previous guidance in place,
including mandatory “36 sq. ft. bubbles,” masks, and sanitation. However, there will no longer be a
maximum number of people allowed to gather. Rather, the size of the room will now determine the
number of people that can attend indoor in-person gatherings.
Calculating the number of “bubbles” in rooms. Calculate the number of “bubbles” you can fit in a room
by taking the square footage of a room and dividing it by 36, which provides for 6 ft by 6 ft physical
distancing. This is the maximum number of people who can attend in-person events in this room.
Calculating the number of “bubbles” in sanctuaries and worship centers. This involves two separate
calculations. First, calculate the number of 36 sq. ft. “bubbles” that can be fit in the area where worship
leaders are located. This is the maximum number of pastors, liturgists, musicians, and worship leaders
who can fit in the chancel or on the stage. Second, calculate the number of “36 sq. ft. bubbles” that can be
fit into the sanctuary or worship center seating area. This is the maximum number of worshippers who can
attend worship at any one time.
Adjusting your calculations for family units of two or more. You will have to make two adjustments
because of families that want to sit together. The first is to create a bigger “bubble” to accommodate more
people. The second is to make sure you have six feet in every direction between “bubbles.” You may want
to create bigger “bubbles” as you plan for in-person events. This adjustment may result in fewer
“bubbles” in the room, but allow more people to attend.
I continue to pray for you. Let me know what the Conference Staff, District Mission Strategists and I can
do to support you as you make disciples of Jesus Christ, who make disciples equipped and sent to
transform lives, communities and the world.
Grace and peace,
Gary E. Mueller
Bishop
Continued on Page 8
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Youth and Treehouse Kids Happenings at Magnolia First UMC

THE MAGNOLIA
FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

Lectionary Texts for this Week
September 27, 2020

CHAPEL WORSHIP 8:30 A.M.
SUNDAY SCHOOL 9:30 A.M.
CHAPEL WORSHIP 10:45 A.M.
YOUTH 6:00 – 8:00 P.M.

16th Sunday After Pentecost

Mailing Address:
Magnolia First United Methodist Church
320 West Main Street
Magnolia, Arkansas 71753
Phone: 870-234-4530 (Church)
Pastor: The Reverend Dr. Gary L. Maskell
Email: homiletics2002@gmail.com
Webpage: http://www.magnoliafumc.org/home

Lectionary Texts:

Exodus 17:1–7;
Psalm 78:1–4, 12–16 (UMH 799);
Philippians 2:1–13;
Matthew 21:23–32
Liturgical Color: Green
Green symbolizes the renewal of vegetation and
generally of living things and the promise of new
life. It is used for the Season of Epiphany
between the Sunday after Epiphany (January 6)
and the beginning of Lent, and for Ordinary
Time between Trinity Sunday (first Sunday after
Pentecost) and the beginning of Advent.

That Moment
Sep 24, 2020 | Bishop Mueller’s Daily Devotional

There are times when you’ve given it your best shot, tried everything you know to do,
applied all your skill, and failed. That moment when you recognize reality can be painful.
Or worse, devastating. But that moment can also be transformative because it’s when you
are most ready to invite God to do what only God can do. And when you do, it’s amazing
what God will do. It may not be what you had in mind. But it’s what God knows needs to be
done. Which is why your heart’s prayer should always be, “Lord, give me just the grace I
need in just the way I need at just the time I need.”
Grace and peace,

Gary E. Mueller
Bishop

